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Binary-black-hole dynamics cannot be related to the resulting gravitational-wave signal by a constant
retarded time. This is due to the nontrivial dynamical spacetime curvature between the source and the
signal. In a numerical-relativity simulation there is also some ambiguity in the black-hole dynamics, which
depend on the gauge (coordinate) choices used in the numerical solution of Einstein’s equations. It has been
shown previously that a good approximation to the direction of the binary’s time-dependent orbital angular
momentum LˆðtÞ can be calculated from the gravitational-wave signal. This is done by calculating the
direction that maximizes the quadrupolar (l ¼ 2, jmj ¼ 2) emission. The direction depends on whether we
use the Weyl scalar ψ4 or the gravitational-wave strain h, but these directions are nonetheless invariant for a
given binary configuration. We treat the ψ4-based direction as a proxy to LˆðtÞ. We investigate how well the
binary’s orbital phase, ϕorbðtÞ, can also be estimated from the signal. For this purpose we define a quantity
ΦðtÞ that agrees well with ϕorbðtÞ. One application is to studies that involve injections of numerical-
relativity waveforms into gravitational-wave detector data.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.98.084018
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years the LIGO and Virgo detectors [1–3] have
made the first observations of binary-black-hole (BBH)
systems, through measurements of their gravitational-wave
(GW) emission [4–8]. The properties of the black holes can
be measured by comparing the signal against theoretical
GW models [9,10], which are informed in part by numeri-
cal-relativity (NR) solutions of Einstein’s equations for the
last orbits and merger of two black holes (see, e.g., the
review Ref. [11]). NR waveforms have also been used to
assess the systematic errors of the GW measurements [12].
To use NR waveforms as proxy signals one must specify
the binary’s orientation and orbital phase at a particular
time or signal frequency. There is an inherent ambiguity in
doing this, because the binary’s dynamics cannot be
directly related to the waveform. The purpose of this work
is to define an effective binary orientation and phase, which
can be calculated directly from the waveform, and compare
it against the coordinate dynamics in NR simulations.
The general theory of relativity predicts gravitational
waves that travel at the speed of light, c. (Throughout this
paper we will adopt geometric units, G ¼ c ¼ 1.) In prin-
ciple, we can relate the dynamics of two orbiting black holes
to a GW signal a distance d away, through a retarded time,
tGW ¼ d=c. This is possible in a post-Newtonian (PN)
calculation [13], where the signal can be calculated explicitly
from point-particle dynamics. An equivalent identification
has not been rigorously defined for solutions of the full
nonlinear Einstein equations, which are calculated numeri-
cally. The proper distance from the source to the observer is
not a well-defined concept. We lack unique definitions of
mass, angular momentum and center-of-mass in general
relativity [14]; in a numerical simulation the binary dynamics
depend nontrivially on the gauge (coordinate) conditions
used in the evolution of Einstein’s equations; proper dis-
tances depend on the dynamical curvature across the inter-
vening spacetime; and gravitational waves are only
rigorously defined at null infinity. In practice, these formal
ambiguities lead to negligible uncertainties in GW signal
modelling and source measurements; see, e.g., Sec. IV B of
Ref. [15] in the case ofwaveformmodeling, andRef. [16] for
a discussion of retarded times in NR simulations.
The situation is different when we wish to use NR
waveforms as proxy signals. A binary configuration is
specified by the black-hole masses and spin magnitudes,
but also by the binary orientation, orbital phase, and spin
directions at a particular time or frequency during the
binary’s inspiral. Now we must relate the dynamics to the
signal. Given the above, we are forced to make approx-
imations. One way to do this is to define an approximate
retarded time. Another is to note that during the inspiral the
frequency of the dominant signal harmonic is, to a good
approximation, twice the orbital frequency, and to map the
dynamics at each orbital frequency to the corresponding
signal frequency. A similar mapping can be made using the
orbital and signal phases, although the two approaches will
not give identical results, as we discuss in Sec. IVA.
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In this work, we take a different approach. We define a
binary orientation and phase with respect to the GW signal
only. The starting point is the earlierwork inRef. [17],which
proposed studying the direction of maximumGWemission,
which was called the direction of “quadrupole alignment”
(QA). The results in Ref. [17] suggested that the QA
direction may track the direction of Lˆ. If Lˆ is calculated
using a PN approximation, then the leading-order
(Newtonian) contribution is the normal to the orbital plane,
which exhibits nutation, but when all known PN terms are
included, the full Lˆ precesses smoothly. In the NR example
studied in Ref. [17], the QA direction precessed smoothly
without nutation and agreed well with the (appropriately
time-shifted) direction of Lˆ. This led the authors to suggest
that the QA direction may track the orbital angular momen-
tum, rather than the orbital-plane direction. More recent
work has shown that this direction varies between different
radiation frames, and also depends on whether the direction
is calculated using the GW strain h, the Bondi news (the
first time derivative of h), or the Weyl scalar ψ4 (the second
time derivative) [18,19]. Nonetheless, in general these
differences are small, and any given choice of the QA
direction provides uswith an idealmeans to define a proxy to
the binary orientation with respect to the GW signal alone.
Since theGWsignal is the only invariant observablewe have
access to, this orientation provides a robust measure to
identify and compare simulations.
The first QA definitions [17,20] specified only the two
Euler angles needed to transform into a frame that tracks
the precession. A third Euler angle is also needed to
uniquely specify the phase (up to an overall constant). A
method to calculate the third angle is given in Ref. [21],
completing the definition of a coprecessing frame. In this
work we use that procedure to define a proxy orbital phase,
Φ, from the GW signal, which in turn allows us to define a
proxy orbital separation unit vector nˆ, which we compare
with those quantities calculated directly from the orbital
dynamics. Once again, we show that this does not provide
an exact mapping to the phase calculated directly from the
dynamics, even if time shifts and gauge effects could be
removed; but Φ does serve as a phase that is in principle
gauge invariant and uniquely defined. An alternative
prescription to find nˆ from the GW signal is suggested
in Ref. [22] although to our knowledge its efficacy for NR
waveforms has not been explored.
To connect our work to the practical problem of con-
structing proxy GW signals from NR waveforms, we
describe our work and results using the notation and
conventions of the NR injection infrastructure [23], which
provides a consistent way to go from waveforms produced
using a variety of NR codes to waveforms that are suitable
for injections as a “discrete” waveform approximant for use
with the LIGO Algorithm Library (LAL). The LAL
framework requires injected waveforms to be in a frame
that describes the wave propagation from the source to GW
detectors on Earth. The NR injection infrastructure rotates
the waveforms into this format. These rotations require the
unit orbital angular momentum of the binary, Lˆ, and the
unit separation vector of the two black holes, nˆ. The unit
separation vector nˆ can be constructed from the normal to
the orbital plane and the orbital phase; our approach will be
to define nˆ from Lˆ and Φ. These quantities are currently
calculated using the dynamics information provided by a
simulation. To relate these dynamical data to the GW
signal, one either uses an estimate of the retarded time tGW
(provided along with the NR waveform, and corresponding
to Format 1 in Ref. [23]), or maps the orbital frequency
ΩðtÞ to the signal frequency (Formats 2 and 3). The method
we propose is equivalent to mapping the orbital phase to
that of the signal, and without any of the gauge ambiguities
of the black-hole coordinate dynamics.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we describe
the rotations performed by the NR injection infrastructure.
In Sec. III we summarize the procedure to find the unit
orbital angular momentum, which is described in more
detail in Refs. [17,20,21], and describe how to also find the
coprecessing phase and the unit separation vector from the
waveform. Section IV describes the various coordinate
ambiguities associated with these calculations. In Sec. V
we compare Lˆ, Φ, and nˆ, which have been calculated from
the waveform, with those found from the dynamics. We
also discuss how the different choices of time shift affect
this comparison and show why it is important to ensure a
consistent choice is used.
II. FRAME CONVENTIONS
In this section we summarize three coordinate systems
used to specify GW signals. We follow the conventions and
notations used in the numerical relativity injection infra-
structure [23]. GW signals are represented by the gravita-
tional-wave strain, which corresponds to the metric
perturbation hTTij . Numerical simulations calculate the
FIG. 1. The binary properties in the NR simulation frame
(black) at a time tref . The binary is then rotated to the LAL source
frame (blue) where zˆ is parallel to the (Newtonian) orbital angular
momentum LˆN at time tref and xˆ is aligned along nˆ.
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Weyl scalar ψ4, from which hTTij can be found by integrating
twice with respect to time [24]. In numerical simulations
this perturbation is extracted far from the orbiting black
holes, where the spacetime is approximately flat. This
region of spacetime is known as the wave zone [25]. The
waves are extracted at a retarded time tGW. In the wave
zone, a Cartesian co-ordinate system ðeˆx; eˆy; eˆzÞ is used.
This coordinate system can be related to polar coordinates
ðeˆr; eˆθ; eˆϕÞ. The strain can then be decomposed into modes
in a basis of spin-weighted spherical harmonics, −2Ylm, and
is written as
hNRðtGW; θ;ϕÞ ¼ hNRþ − ihNR× ð1Þ
¼
X∞
l¼2
Xl
m¼−l
HlmðtGWÞ−2Ylmðθ;ϕÞ; ð2Þ
where the extracted GW modes can be expressed as
HlmðtGWÞ ¼ AlmðtGWÞe−iΦlmðtGWÞ: ð3Þ
We adopt the convention that for a binary orbiting counter-
clockwise in the plane defined by eˆx × eˆy, Φ22ðtGWÞ is a
monotonically increasing function. This is the opposite
convention to that used in Ref. [23].
Once the GW has been extracted and decomposed as
described above it needs to be prepared for injection. This
involves transforming the waveform from the frame in
which it has been generated (the NR simulation frame) into
the frame in which the binary is viewed from Earth. This is
done in two stages. First, the waveform is rotated into a
frame defined by certain properties of the binary at a given
reference time. The choice of this frame is arbitrary but
must be consistent between injections. A set of conventions
in defining this frame, known as the LAL source frame
[23,26], are therefore chosen. These conventions are
described below. In this frame, waveforms generated by
a particular binary should be the same regardless of the
code used to generate them or the choice of coordinate
system in the original simulation. From this intermediate
frame, the waveform is then rotated into the final frame, the
wave frame, defined by the relationship between the binary
and the observer.
In the NR simulation frame one can define the separation
vector of the two black holes as the direction from body 2 to
body 1 (where body 1 is the heavier object) given by
n ¼ r1 − r2; ð4Þ
where ri is the position of the centre of the ith body. The
Newtonian orbital angular momentum of the binary can be
defined as
LN ¼ L1 þL2 ¼
X2
i¼1
miðri × viÞ; ð5Þ
wheremi is the mass and vi the velocity of the ith object. In
moving-puncture codes, ri will be the puncture positions,
and in excision codes they will be the coordinate centres of
the apparent horizons.
The LAL source frame is defined as the frame where the
coordinate axes satisfy the following equalities
xˆ¼ref nˆ ð6Þ
yˆ ¼ref LˆN × nˆ ð7Þ
zˆ¼ref LˆN ð8Þ
at a reference epoch defined either by a reference
time tref or a reference orbital frequency Ωorbref where
ΩorbðtrefÞ ¼ Ωorbref . Choosing a different reference epoch
will in general produce a different source frame. This is
shown in Fig. 1.
Finally, the waveform is rotated into the wave frame.
In this frame the Zˆ axis points towards the observer along
the line of sight while the Xˆ and Yˆ vectors are orthogonal
to the line of sight. The intersection of the orbital
plane with the XY axis is referred to as the line of
ascending node. The transformation to the wave frame
is given in Ref. [23]; for the remainder of this paper we
will work in either the inertial NR simulation frame or the
coprecessing (quadrupole-aligned) frame, as described in
Sec. III.
Ambiguities in this procedure arise from the NR sim-
ulation data. The NR simulation frame is the coordinate
system in which the numerical simulation was performed.
The physical interpretation of the coordinates in the NR
simulation frame depends on the coordinates of the initial
data, and on the gauge conditions used during the numeri-
cal evolution. If simulations with two different codes, using
different initial-data constructions and different gauge
conditions, are used to simulate the same physical system,
then in principle we expect the asymptotic gravitational-
wave signals to be the same, but the black-hole dynamics in
the respective NR simulation frames may not be. We aim
to circumvent these ambiguities in the method that we
propose in the following sections.
III. DETERMINING LˆN AND nˆ
Currently the NR injection infrastructure calculates nˆ
and LˆN using Eqs. (4) and (5) respectively (and then
normalizing). The positions and velocities of the black
holes required to calculate these quantities come from the
dynamics of the binary. This information, along with the
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spins of the black holes, forms part of the metadata
provided with each NR waveform. There are several
sources of ambiguity in the resulting choice of LAL source
frame [as defined via Eqs. (6)–(8)]. One is the gauge
dependence of the coordinate dynamics and spin measure-
ments. (Broadly speaking, codes that use variants of the
generalized-harmonic evolution system [27,28], like SpEC
[29,30], use harmoniclike coordinates [31], while moving-
puncture codes [32,33] use ADMTT-like coordinates [34].
For an example of one comparison between these coor-
dinates, see Appendix D of Ref. [35]). The black-hole
dynamics information can be mapped to the waveform
using either a retarded time (Format 1 in the NR injection
infrastructure), or relating the GW frequency with the
orbital frequency (Formats 2 and 3). If the retarded time
is used, then a further ambiguity arises from the definition
of retarded time tGW used by a particular NR group. These
ambiguities could be resolved by finding nˆ and Lˆ from the
waveform. The NR waveform includes some error due to
extraction at a finite coordinate radius, or due to approxi-
mate extrapolation to infinity, but in general exhibits far
less gauge variation than the dynamics. We now describe a
procedure to do this.
A. Determining Lˆ from the waveform
It has already been shown that the direction of the orbital
angular momentum of a binary can be found from the
waveform of the emitted GWs using a variety of methods
[17,20]. Reference [20] describes how this quantity can be
found from the dominant principal axis of the quadrupolar
part of the radiation axis. We use the quadrupole alignment
procedure described in Ref. [17]; the two methods can be
shown to be equivalent [21] when the method of Ref. [20] is
restricted to the l ≤ 2 modes. This procedure finds the
frame in which jψ4;22j2 þ jψ4;2−2j2 is maximized. In this
frame zˆkLˆ. This transformation requires two angles (α
and β), which define the rotation into a coprecessing frame,
i.e., a frame that precesses along with the binary. In order to
uniquely define this frame (up to an overall constant
rotation, corresponding to a constant phase shift in the
waveform in the coprecessing frame) we apply the mini-
mum rotation condition [21], which gives the third Euler
angle as
_γ ¼ − _α cos β: ð9Þ
This angle is determined up to an integration constant,
which corresponds to a constant rotation. A time-dependent
rotationRðγβαÞ can then be performed between the inertial
frame in which the simulation was performed and the
coprecessing frame using the three Euler angles ðα; β; γÞ.
Using the z-y-z convention, the ψ4;lm modes obey the
transformation law
ψQA4;lm ¼
Xl
m0¼−l
eim
0γdlm0mð−βÞeimαψ4;lm0 ð10Þ
where ψ4;lm0 are the modes in the NR simulation frame and
ψQA4;lm are the modes in the coprecessing (quadrupole-
aligned) frame. dlm0m are the Wigner d-matrices [36,37].
The coprecessing frame rotates with the orbital angular
momentum in order to ensure Lˆ remains parallel to the
z-axis at all times. Since Lˆ is approximately perpendicular
to the orbital plane, the orbital plane remains approximately
in the xy-plane in the coprecessing frame.
B. Determining orbital phase and nˆ
from the waveform
During the early inspiral of a nonprecessing binary, the
orbital phase of the binary can be found from the phase of
the waveform, using
ωlm0 ¼ m
d
dt
ϕorbðt0Þ; ð11Þ
where ωlm0 is the angular frequency of ψ4;lm and ϕorb is the
orbital phase of the binary in the orbital plane. PN
corrections to this relation are small [13], the differences
between the phases of h and ψ4 are also small [38], and
this approximation holds to high accuracy even up until a
few orbits before merger (see, e.g., Fig. 7 of Ref. [39]),
Consequently, the orbital phase of the binary is half that of
the phase of the ψ4;22 mode. The phase of a ψ4;lm mode,
Φψ4lm, is the unwrapped argument of the complex time series
ψ4;lm given by
ψ4;lm ¼ Aψ4lme−iΦ
ψ4
lm: ð12Þ
As stated above, the phase of the (2,2) mode is a
monotonically increasing function. Therefore, once the
orbital phase has been calculated the unit separation vector
is given by
nˆ ¼
0
B@
cosϕorb
− sinϕorb
0
1
CA ≈
0
BBB@
cos
h
1
2
ðΦψ422 þΦ0Þ
i
− sin
h
1
2
ðΦψ422 þΦ0Þ
i
0
1
CCCA; ð13Þ
where Φ0 is the orbital phase offset, which depends on
the conventions used in the NR code used to produce the
simulation. It is 0 if the phase of ψ4 is 0 mod 2π when the
black holes are on the x-axis, and π if this occurs when
they are on the y-axis.
For a precessing binary, a similar procedure can be
performed by rotating the waveform into the coprecessing
frame described in Sec. III A. The orbital phase can now be
estimated from the coprecessing waveform phaseΦψ4;QA22 in
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the same manner as above. This is similar to the way the
orbital phase is computed in Eq. 6 in Ref. [40] except here
we use just the phase of the (2,2) mode while Ref. [40]
uses the average of the phase of the (2,2) and (2, −2)
modes. For the remainder of this paper, we will define the
orbital phase, as estimated from the waveform, as Φ ¼
ðΦψ4;QA22 þΦ0Þ=2.
The unit separation vector can then be found as for a
nonprecessing waveform. It then needs to be rotated back
into the NR simulation frame using the angles α, β and γ
found above. Since these angles were defined using the
z-y-z convention, the rotations required to rotate a vector
from the quadrupole aligned frame to the NR simulation
frame are
(i) rotate by γ about the z-axis
(ii) then rotate by β about the y-axis
(iii) then rotate by α about the z-axis.
This is given by
0
B@
cos α − sin α 0
sin α cos α 0
0 0 1
1
CA
0
B@
cos β 0 − sin β
0 1 0
sin β 0 cos β
1
CA
0
B@
cos γ − sin γ 0
sin γ cos γ 0
0 0 1
1
CA
0
B@
nˆQAx
nˆQAy
nˆQAz
1
CA
¼
0
B@
cos αðcos βðcos γnˆQAx − sin γnˆQAy Þ − sin βnˆQAz Þ − sin αðsin γnˆQAx þ cos γnˆQAy Þ
sin αðcos βðcos γnˆQAx − sin γnˆQAy Þ − sin βnˆQAz Þ þ cos αðsin γnˆQAx þ cos γnˆQAy Þ
sin βðcos γnˆQAx − sin γnˆQAy Þ þ cos βnˆQAz
1
CA: ð14Þ
Since the waveform is rotated into the coprecessing
frame by the three Euler angles, the orientation of nˆQA is
determined up to a constant phase based on the choice of
integration constant when calculating γ. However, when
rotating nˆQA into the NR simulation frame, the rotation by γ
removes this ambiguity meaning nˆ is uniquely determined
in the NR simulation frame regardless of the choice of
integration constant.
C. Determining the coprecessing orbital phase
Alternatively, one can rotate the unit separation vector nˆd
(calculated from the positions of the black holes) into the
coprecessing frame. This involves performing the above
rotations in the reverse order using the Euler angles calcu-
lated from the Newtonian orbital angular momentum. The
coprecessing orbital phase can then easily be calculated.
Since the Euler angle γ is found using integration
a constant is introduced into the coprecessing phases.
We determined this constant using the fact that
arccos ðnˆw · nˆdÞ ¼ Φ − ϕorb.
D. Code conventions
Several convention choices enter into the calculation of
ψ4. These determine the relationship between the phase of
ψ4 and the orbital phase of the binary, i.e., they determine
the orbital phase offset Φ0 given in Eq. (13). The three
relevant choices here are the sign convention in the
definition of the Riemann and Weyl tensors, the definition
of ψ4 itself and the choice of origin of the azimuthal angle φ
of the spherical coordinates. The first two of these
differences introduce an ambiguity in the definition of
ψ4 of ψ4⟶ eiψ0ψ4. The third introduces the ambiguity
ψ4;lm⟶ eimφ0ψ4;lm [41].
An example of the effect of different choices in these
conventions is the difference in the phase of ψ4 calculated
by identical simulations produced using the BAM [42,43]
and SPEC [29,30] codes. These have been explained in
Ref. [41]. The two codes use the opposite sign convention
in the definition of the Riemann and Weyl tensors.
Additionally, a different choice of null tetrad is made
when defining ψ4; in the BAM code, ψ4 is defined via ψ4 ¼
−Cαμβνnμnνm¯αm¯β [41], while in the SPEC code ψ4 is
defined by ψ4 ¼ −Cαμβνlμlνm¯αm¯β (see Ref. [44] and
Sec. 4.3.1 of Ref. [45]). ðlμ; mμ; m¯μ; nμÞ is an appropriate
null tetrad where l and n are ingoing and outgoing null
vectors respectively and −l · n ¼ 1 ¼ m · m¯. Cαμβν is the
Weyl tensor. These choices produce a phase offset of π
(ψ0 ¼ −1) between ψ4 calculated by BAM and by SPEC at
equivalent points in the waveform for an identical simu-
lation. The choice of the origin of φ can differ between
simulations. However it seems that on the whole the
choices made by BAM and SPEC do not introduce any
additional phase offset.
These different choices of conventions mean that for
BAM the phase of ψ4 is (0 mod 2π) when the two black
holes are on the x-axis (of the co-precessing frame) whereas
for SPEC this happens when the two black holes are on the
y-axis. Consequently, in order to calculate a value of nˆ
which agrees with the dynamics information provided
along with a simulation,
nˆQABAM ¼
0
B@
cosΦψ4;QA22
− sinΦψ4;QA22
0
1
CA; ð15Þ
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while
nˆQASXS ¼
0
B@
− sinΦψ4;QA22
− cosΦψ4;QA22
0
1
CA: ð16Þ
The GT-MAYA [46–48] and RIT [49] codes appear to use the
same conventions as the SPEC code. These conventions are
also used when producing the PN waveforms outlined in
Ref. [13,50].
In general, a consistent convention for Φ0 must be
chosen. A choice ofΦ0 ¼ π2 agrees with the PN convention.
This will give a consistent definition of nˆ from the
waveform, regardless of the convention choice of the
NR code which determines the dynamics of the simulation.
The individual code conventions need to be taken into
account only when we wish to compare back to the
coordinate dynamics of the original NR simulation.
IV. COORDINATE AMBIGUITIES
In this section we illustrate two coordinate ambiguities
that we referred to earlier. The first is in the definition of
the retarded time tGW; we consider typical choices of
retarded time that have been used in numerical-relativity
studies, and also the retarded times implied by
aligning either the GW phase or frequency with the
corresponding quantity calculated from the dynamics.
The second is in the estimate of the orbital-plane ori-
entation. We use a PN example to illustrate these ambi-
guities, in particular differences in the QA direction
calculated using ψ4 and h. The differences in these
directions are nonetheless small, as we illustrate with
both PN and NR examples.
A. Retarded time
As mentioned above, there is an ambiguity when relating
information about the binary dynamics calculated at the
source of the simulation to waveform information extracted
at some finite coordinate distance from the source.
Different groups use different conventions to define the
relationship between the time at the source t and the
retarded time tGW. The two methods most commonly used
are (i) to treat the spacetime as if it were flat and (ii) to
assume the propagation time is given by the tortoise
coordinate, as in, e.g., Ref. [16] (although here an addi-
tional correction to the coordinate time is included). The
two choices of retarded time can be summarized as
ðiÞ tGW ¼ tþ Rex; ð17Þ
ðiiÞ tGW ¼ tþ Rex þ 2M ln

Rex
2M
− 1
 ð18Þ
whereM is the initial total mass of the system and Rex is the
coordinate radius at which the GW signal was extracted
from the NR simulation.
A further choice of the retarded time can be defined as the
value of tGW where the phase of the waveform is twice the
orbital phase of the binary at a time t. This gives a time-
dependent time shift between retarded time tGW and source
time t.Anequivalent time shift canbeused to align the angular
frequency of thewaveformwith the orbital angular frequency.
These different conventions mean the metadata provided
with the waveforms used in the NR injection infrastructure
are not defined in a consistent manner. The method
described in Sec. III to find Lˆ and nˆ removes this ambiguity
and provides a consistent way of defining Lˆ and nˆ for all
waveforms. This method is equivalent to using the time
shift that aligns the phase of the waveform with the orbital
phase at each time step, in the coprecessing frame. This
time-dependent time shift can then be used to also report
the spins in a consistent manner.
We will illustrate the difference between these choices
with two waveforms from non-precessing binaries. One is
an equal-mass-binary waveform selected from the SXS
catalog of SPEC waveforms [51], and the other is a mass-
ratio 1∶8 binary simulated with the BAM code. (These are
the SXS 152 and BAM q8 configurations listed in Table I in
Sec. V). We denote the orbital phase of the two black holes
by ϕorbðtÞ, and the corresponding phase of the gravita-
tional-wave signal byΦ, as described in Sec. III B. For each
choice of retarded time tGW, we calculate the phase
difference ΔϕðtÞ ¼ ΦðtGWÞ − ϕorbðtÞ. Figures 2 and 3
show the results for several choices of retarded time. For
the SXS waveform, we consider three choices of retarded
time: as defined by the coordinate extraction radius, by
the areal radius of the extraction sphere, Rareal ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
A=4π
p
,
where A is the proper area of the extraction sphere [16,51],
and by the tortoise coordinate calculated from the areal
radius. (The tortoise coordinate choice was used to produce
the Format 1 metadata for SXS waveforms.) For the
coordinate and areal-radius choices, we see that the phase
difference can be as large as 0.5 rad 1000M before merger.
The phase difference when using the tortoise coordinate is
much smaller, but still non-zero. By construction the phase
difference is zero for the time shift obtained by aligning the
orbital and GW phases. The signal propagation times
implied by each choice are shown in the right panel. We
see that the propagation time varies with the waveform-
based choices, but that is not surprising, given the gauge-
dependent nature of the coordinate dynamics. The areal
radius has not been calculated for the BAM waveform, so
Fig. 3 shows results only for the coordinate extraction
radius, and the tortoise coordinate calculated using this
value. We again see that the phase difference is smallest
when using the tortoise coordinate. The variation in the
time shift required to align the phases is comparable
between the SXS and BAM waveforms.
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Based on the results in Figs. 2 and 3, we see that the
tortoise coordinate provides the best phase alignment
between the dynamics and GW signal for both codes.
We also find that the results based on our procedure give
similar agreement. This procedure has the additional
advantages that it can be applied agnostically to all NR
waveforms, and is based directly on the gauge-invariant
GW signal.
B. Orbital plane nutation
In precessing configurations the orbital plane exhibits
nutation that is not present in the direction of the full post-
Newtonian orbital angular momentum. Reference [17]
showed that the QA direction calculated from ψ4 also
precesses smoothly, suggesting that this method may be a
better approximation to the direction of the orbital angular
momentum, than to the orbital plane. We consider a PN
example, and illustrate that although this identification
does not hold, the QA direction is nonetheless a good
approximation to the binary orientation. For an NR
configuration we also quantify the differences between
the ψ4 estimates of the binary orientation and phase, and
those calculated from the orbital dynamics, and show that
they are small.
We first consider the example of a PN waveform; the
details of the method to construct this waveform are
summarized in Ref. [52]. The PN waveform has the
advantage that there is no time shift required between
the waveform and the dynamics, removing the retarded-
time ambiguity. Our example is a mass-ratio 1∶3 system,
where the larger black hole has a spin of χ ¼ S=m2 ¼ 0.75,
and the spin lies on average in the orbital plane. We
consider a 25 000M-long segment of a PN waveform
for this system; the orbital angular frequency range is
0.00491–0.00525.
In a simple-precession configuration, the orbital angular
momentum precesses around the total angular momentum,
J, and the precession can be described by the opening angle
θL between the orbital and total angular momenta, and the
FIG. 2. Simulation SXSBBH0152 (q ¼ 1,Mωstart22 ¼ 0.0297, χ1 ¼ ð0; 0; 0.6Þ ¼ χ2). The left hand plot shows the difference between
the orbital phase estimate from the GW signal, Φ, and the orbital phase ϕorb for each of the time shifts shown in the right hand plot.
FIG. 3. The same quantities as in Fig. 2, but for the BAM q8 simulation [q ¼ 8, Mωstart22 ¼ 0.0625, χ1 ¼ ð0; 0; 0.0105Þ,
χ2 ¼ ð0; 0; 0.672Þ].
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cumulative precession angle φL. In Fig. 4 we show four
calculations of θL: the Newtonian orbital angular momen-
tum direction, LˆN (solid black line), which exhibits
nutation; the post-Newtonian angular momentum direction,
LˆPN (solid red line), which precesses smoothly; and the QA
estimates calculated from ψ4 (solid green line) and h
(dashed blue line). From this figure we make several
observations. (1) θL calculated from ψ4 precesses
smoothly, but does not agree with the direction of LˆPN.
(2) θL calculated from h exhibits nutation, but does not
agree with the direction of LˆN. We note that if we calculate
the PN amplitude using only leading-order contributions
(our full PN waveform used the amplitudes from Ref. [50]),
then the QA θL calculated from h agrees perfectly with that
of LˆN (which we expect by construction), but θL calculated
from ψ4 still precesses smoothly. This suggests that the
apparent agreement between the QA and LˆPN directions in
Ref. [17] was due only to the use of ψ4 in the QA
procedure, with differences masked by gauge ambiguities,
and in general these directions do not agree. Note also that
Ref. [19] shows that the nutation in the h-based calculation
is reduced if one includes PN signal amplitude terms that
account for the mode asymmetries that lead to out-of-plane
recoil, but some nutation does remain.
In Fig. 5 we show the difference between the maximum
GW emission direction Lˆψ4 as calculated from ψ4, and the
Newtonian orbital angular momentum direction, LˆN, the
post-Newtonian angular momentum direction, LˆPN and the
maximum GWemission direction Lˆh. We see that although
there are differences between different estimates ΔθLN and
ΔφLN are oscillatory while ΔθLPN and ΔφLPN are smoothly
varying. This is because LˆN shows nutation while Lˆψ4 and
LˆPN do not [17]. Additionally, Lˆh shows nutation. Note
that similar behavior is seen for NR simulations in
Ref. [18], which considers strain, ψ4, and also the Bondi
news, N ¼ _h. We used ψ4 to calculate both Lˆ and nˆ in all
subsequent examples. Although Lˆψ4 and LˆPN agree well,
they are not equal. This may be due to differing PN orders
in the description of the dynamics and of the waveform;
whether the quantities converge with higher order PN
treatments remains to be studied. Note that the nutation
in the dynamics can be removed by using an orbit-averaged
PN treatment, in which case it is the GW-based precession
that exhibits nutation [53], but this is not consistent with the
fully general-relativistic results of NR simulations, as the
later examples will illustrate.
We also compared the orbital phase of the waveform
with the coprecessing GW phase. The orbital phase was
found by integrating the orbital frequency from the PN
equations and setting the integration constant using the
method described in Sec. III C. The result of this compari-
son is shown in Fig. 6. As can be seen, they agree very well
over the whole 25 000M of inspiral.
FIG. 4. θL calculated from the Newtonian orbital angular
momentum (i.e., the normal to the orbital plane), the post-
Newtonian orbital angular momentum, and from ψ4 and the
GW strain. (See text for discussion.)
FIG. 5. Difference between the calculation of θL and φL from
ψ4, and that calculated from LˆN (black line), LˆPN (red line), and
Lˆh (dashed blue) for a post-Newtonian waveform with q ¼ 3,
χ ¼ 0.75 on the larger black hole, on average in the orbital plane.
FIG. 6. PN waveform (q ¼ 3, χ ¼ 0.75 on the larger black
hole, on average in the orbital plane). A comparison of half the
coprecessing GW phase Φ and the orbital phase ϕorb.
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Figure 7 shows a similar comparison for an NR simu-
lation, the BAM q1 configuration in Table I. Here the
coprecessing orbital phase is found as described in
Sec. III C. The quantities calculated using the dynamics
are time-shifted assuming a flat space time (the time shift
described by Eq. (17)). We again see that the Newtonian
dynamics exhibit nutation that is not present in the
maximum emission direction calculated from GW signal.
V. NUMERICAL COMPARISONS
In this section we compare our GW and dynamics based
calculations of the coprecessing phases for NR waveforms
produced using a representative set of current codes. This is
complicated by the ambiguities that we discussed in the
previous section, but a direct comparison provides us with a
general sense of how well these different estimates agree,
and whether our method gives physically reasonable
results. The NR waveforms that we used are summarized
in Table I; these are either private BAM simulations, or
simulations available through the SXS, Georgia Tech, RIT
and LVC-NR catalogues [54–56].
As for the nonprecessing case, we first compared the
coprecessing phases found from the waveform and the
orbital motion. We chose to align the phases using the static
time shift provided with the waveform metadata, i.e., the
time shift suggested by the group that produced the NR
simulations. For the BAM, Georgia Tech and RIT wave-
forms, this is the value of the coordinate extraction radius,
Rex. For the SpEC waveforms it is the tortoise coordinate
calculated from the areal radius; see Sec. IVA. The phases
agree well, as can be seen from Fig. 8. The discrepancy
between the two values arises predominantly from the static
time shift used to compare them.
We also compared the GWand dynamics based estimates
of nˆ (i.e., nˆw and nˆd) in order to observe what impact
differences in phase estimates had on the quantities that are
directly used by the NR injection infrastructure. We
calculated θ, the angle between nˆ and the z-axis, and ϕ,
the cumulative angle between the projection of nˆ in the xy
plane and the x-axis. We then found the difference in the
quantities calculated from the dynamics (d) and those
calculated from the waveform (w), given by Δθ¼θw−θd
and Δφ ¼ φw − φd. These are shown in Figs. 9 and 10. For
TABLE I. List of simulations used in numerical comparisons. Mωstart22 gives the GW frequency at the start of the waveform.
Simulation q Mωstart22 χ1 χ2 Precession cycles before merger
Nonprecessing waveforms
SXS 152 1 0.0297 (0,0,0.6) (0,0,0.6)   
BAM q8 8 0.0625 (0,0,0.672) (0,0,0.0105)   
Precessing waveforms
SXS 58 5 0.0316 (0.5,0,0) (0,0,0) 1.00
BAM q1 1 0.0354 (0.000224, −0.2, −0.000103) (0,0,0) 0.609
GT0718 2.5 0.0628 (−0.187, 0.221, 0.526) (0.0996,0.541,0.239) 0.673
RIT 0168 2 0.0389 (−0.438, 0.716, −0.104) (0.173, −0.373, −0.301) 0.778
FIG. 7. BAM q1 (q ¼ 1, Mωstart22 ¼ 0.0354, χ1 ¼ ð0;−0.2; 0Þ, χ2 ¼ 0). On the left is shown the evolution of θL and φL as calculated
for the Newtonian orbital angular momentum direction from the dynamics and for the direction of maximum emission from the
waveform. The right-hand side shows the difference between the quantities calculated from the dynamics and those calculated using ψ4
(red) and those calculated using strain (blue). The time shift used for this comparison is that obtained by aligning the orbital and signal
phases.
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FIG. 8. A comparison of the orbital phase Φ estimated from the GW signal, and the orbital phase ϕorb calculated from the dynamics,
for the four precessing waveforms listed in Table I. The comparison was made using the time shifts provided by the group that produced
each NR simulation.
FIG. 9. A comparison of nˆ calculated from the dynamics (solid black) and using the waveform phase (dashed red) for the four
precessing waveforms listed in Table I. This comparison was made using the time shifts provided by the group that produced each NR
simulation.
FIG. 10. A comparison of the difference between θ and φ (shown in Fig. 9) calculated from the dynamics and from the waveform for
the four precessing waveforms listed in Table I. This comparison was made using the time shifts provided by the group that produced
each NR simulation.
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the BAM q1 waveform, J is almost along the x-direction,
leading to large oscillations in the orientation of the orbital
plane with respect to the z-axis, and consequently also in θ.
In the other simulations J is approximately aligned in the
z-direction, leading to smaller oscillations. We can see from
the general agreement between the GW and dynamics
based quantities, that our method to find nˆ is reliable
regardless of the simulation’s initial configuration. The
SXS, RIT and GATech simulations all have Lˆ approx-
imately aligned in the z-direction at the beginning of the
simulation. For the SXS and RIT waveform this accounts
for the growth in the amplitude of the θ oscillations with
time. The oscillations may not change much in amplitude
for the GATech waveform because it is shorter than the
SXS and RIT waveforms and so experiences less of a
precession cycle.
We see that our method of estimating the orbital phaseΦ
and unit separation nˆ using the waveform reproduces the
value calculated from the dynamics to reasonable accuracy.
The levels of disagreement are consistent with the retarded-
time and coordinate ambiguities, and the approximations
inherent in the QA procedure.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have extended previous work, which calculates a
variant of the orbital angular momentum Lˆ based entirely
on the GW signal [17,20,21], to also calculate an effective
oribtal phase, Φ. These can be used to prescribe the binary
orientation and orbital phase when using NR waveforms as
proxy GW signals. The most immediate application is
through the NR injection infrastructure used by the LIGO-
Virgo collaboration [23], and we follow the same notation
and conventions. Our method makes it possible to orient the
source without reference to the gauge-dependent binary
dynamics, or a retarded time, which lacks a unique
definition. The results of this method are in principle gauge
invariant (up to finite-extraction-radius errors in the NR
waveforms), and can be used agnostically on all current
binary-black-hole NR waveforms.
As part of the validation of our method, we have
compared the results to those found from the coordinate
dynamics. The differences between the two approaches are
consistent with ambiguities in the definition of the retarded
time, and the smoother precession of the GW-based
calculation of precession as compared to that from the
orbital dynamics.
We note that the current NR injection infrastructure does
not specify a choice of several conventions in the NR wave
extraction (see Sec. III D). In calculating the orbital phase it
is necessary to take into account the choice of conventions
used in extracting the NR waveforms.
The remaining dynamical quantities that are not con-
sidered in our method are the individual black-hole spin
vectors, and the separation between the two black holes.
The separation is not used as an observable in GW
astronomy applications. Potential extensions of our method
to include the time-evolution of the spin vectors is left to
future work.
Given that our method provides a unique, gauge-
invariant measure of ðLˆðtÞ; nˆðtÞÞ to prescribe binary
configurations, we recommend it as the standard measure
of these quantities in the NR injection infrastructure.
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